There is very definitely something new under the sun. I've seen it and believe me it's beautiful. It's the Ming Room in the newly expanded and decorated Union. The Ming Room is a catering dining room on the first floor of the building.

Everything from the filigree lanterns to the 15-foot chartreuse divan is done in a manner calculated to make the dining room the most popular place on the campus (perhaps Owen Stadium on a football afternoon is an exception).

The walls are painted a turquoise green trimmed with green-black woodwork. Round and square tables will seat up to 162 people in parties ranging from 2 to capacity. The drapes are patterned green and white and the carpet is a luxurious green. The serving china is Staffordshire with bands of bottle green and gilt. Dinner music will be provided.

Alumni and their guests and friends are welcome to drop in after a football game or at any time they are on the campus to dine in one of the most beautiful dining rooms in the state or, for that matter, in the Southwest.

Oklahoma opens its home football schedule with William and Mary September 29. Why not plan to come a little early or stay a little late to make an inspection trip through the "New" Union. It's a real eye opener.—The Ed.
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